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Abstract
We develop a systematic proof procedure for establishing
secrecy results for cryptographic protocols. Part of the procedure is to reduce messages to simplified constituents, and
its core is a search procedure for establishing secrecy results. This procedure is sound but incomplete in that it may
fail to establish secrecy for some secure protocols. However, it is amenable to mechanization, and it also has a convenient visual representation. We demonstrate the utility of
our procedure with secrecy proofs for standard benchmarks
such as the Yahalom protocol.

1 Introduction
Cryptographic protocols are used to achieve goals like
authentication and key distribution in a possibly hostile environment. These protocols are notoriously difficult to design and test, and serious flaws have been found in many
protocols. Consequently there has been a growing interest in applying formal methods for validating cryptographic
protocols. In particular, standard program verification techniques such as model checking, theorem proving, or invariant generation have been found to be essential tools; a recent
overview has been given by Meadows [Mea00].
A popular choice is to use model checking procedures
for debugging purposes by searching for attacks. These
techniques, however, are not directly applicable for verification, since search spaces usually can not be explored
exhaustively. In contrast, approaches based on theorem
proving techniques aim at mathematical proofs of the desired protocol properties [DS97, Sch98, Pau98, Coh00].
We review the techniques that are most closely related to
our work. Paulson [Pau98] uses an interactive theorem
prover to prove invariance properties by proving that they
are inductive, i.e. they are preserved by the execution of
each and every protocol rule. Domain-specific tactics are
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crucial for mechanizing the process of proof construction,
but verifications still require considerable effort and insight
into the workings of the protocol under consideration. Cohen’s [Coh00] approach is much more automatic. He constructs a first-order invariant from a protocol description,
and uses first-order reasoning for establishing safety properties. Cohen’s approach is amenable to both hand proofs
and automation. Indeed, he applies his method to verify
the large majority of the benchmark protocols in the Clark
and Jacob survey [CJ97] with only a small amount of user
intervention.
In contrast to the work by Paulson and Cohen we do not
consider safety properties in general, but we restrict ourselves to the specific case of proving secrecy invariants of
cryptographic protocols; that is, our main interest is in proving that secrets are not accidentally revealed to unauthorized
agents. Proving secrecy invariants for cryptographic protocols has often been found to be the hardest task in analyzing a protocol [Pau98]. Indeed, secrecy has been shown to
be undecidable even under very weak assumptions on the
protocol [DLMS99], while specialized logics for establishing authentication are usually decidable [Mon99]. Authentication logics depend on assumptions about secrecy, so the
most efficient way to prove authentication may be to use a
technique like ours to prove secrecy, and use a quick decision procedure to establish authentication once the secrecy
assumptions have been verified.
Our proof technique is to perform inductive proofs,
as advocated by Paulson [Pau98]. To help express secrecy goals, we make use of the “spell” events introduced
in [MR00]. However, this paper does not use the trace
model as in [MR00] or [Pau98], but a new state-transition
model similar to the MSR model proposed by Mitchell et
al [CDL 99]. We have found that the Secrecy Theorem
in [MR00] could be adapted to work just as well in this
context. The current model and our use of PVS to perform
inductive proofs with this model were presented at a workshop that did not have a published proceedings [RM00]. We

have used this approach mainly for proving secrecy of standard benchmark protocols such as the Otway-Rees and the
Needham-Schroeder protocol. Dutertre et al [DSS01] used
our techniques for verifying the group management services
of Enclaves [Gon97].
The starting point for this paper is the observation that
secrecy proofs based on the decomposition of the Secrecy
Theorem follow a standard pattern that is amenable to
mechanization, and which also has a convenient visual representation. Part of the procedure is to reduce messages to
simplified constituents called branches. The core is a search
procedure for establishing secrecy results. This procedure
is sound and automatic but incomplete in that it may fail to
establish secrecy for some secure protocols.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we review a state-based model for modeling cryptographic protocols, and we state a suitable security policy together with
a corresponding secrecy theorem as introduced in [RM00].
This theorem reduces secrecy proofs to local proof obligations on protocol transitions; these obligations are called
occultness conditions. In Section 3 we develop a characterization of the occultness notion, which is used to initialize our proof procedure. Then, in Section 4 we describe a
search procedure for establishing secrecy results. Moreover,
Section 4 contains a soundness result for this search procedure, and we sketch a convenient graphical representation
for occultness proofs. Section 5 includes some case studies drawn from the Clark-Jacob survey [CJ97] such as the
Yahalom and the Kao Chow repeated authentification protocol. We also demonstrate a proof of non-occultness from
a failed proof attempt. Section 6 contains some concluding
remarks.
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2 Background
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Figure 1. Encoding of part of Otway-Rees protocol.
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Protocol rules for the first three messages of the familiar Otway-Rees [OR87] (OR) and Needham-SchroederLowe [NS78, Low96] (NSL) public key protocols can be
found in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Often, as in the
Needham-Schroeder specification, we omit the state events
for brevity when they are not needed for our purposes.
In both protocols, each session is initiated with a spell to
introduce the session-specific secrets and a corresponding
cabal. In addition, the Otway-Rees protocol introduces a
non-secret nonce in rule 1.
Global State Transitions. Given a protocol and a set
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Because protocol spell books introduce only unused secrets, it is easy to show that the spell books of different
spells are disjoint.
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Figure 2. Encoding of Needham-SchroederLowe protocol.
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Secrecy Theorem. As in [MR00], the Secrecy Theorem serves to split the secrecy proof for a protocol into a
protocol-independent part and a protocol-dependent part.
The protocol-dependent part is expressed by the occultness
property. It says that if the prior state is discreet, the next
message event generated by the protocol does not compromise a secret.
Some more notation needs to be introduced before defining occultness. A -configuration is a tuple
such that
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is
occult. Undecidability of protocol security is well known,
and has been proved in several different models. See, for
example, [DLMS99] and its references. A proof for this
particular model works by a simple encoding of the reachability problem of Turing machines such that the encoded
Turing machine reaches its final state iff the protocol is not
occult (see Section B). Using Theorem 1 it follows that it is
also undecidable whether or not a given protocol is discreet.
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This theorem reduces secrecy proofs to proving occultness
of individual rules of the protocol. In the case of the OtwayRees protocol in Figure 1, for example, we are reduced to
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holds trivially for rule (0). (The fourth rule is also easy to
handle.) For rule 1 of the Otway-Rees protocol we have to
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This observation suggests that, instead of examining
itself, we examine the basic secrets occurring in it and the
keys protecting them. A branch is a pair consisting of a

basic field and a set of keys. The following recursion computes the branches occurring in a field .

4 A Search Procedure for Establishing Occultness
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are sufficient for establishing that the occultness predicate
above holds. Whenever these tests fail, a back step is performed. Such a step explores every possibility of how certain message fields could have been published on the network.
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The following characterization of protocol occultness is a
straightforward consequence of Proposition 1.
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The occultness proof of the Otway-Rees protocol uses
only basic tests. In general, however, other rules have to be
taken into consideration. Consider, for example, the case
for proving
rule 2 of the Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol in Fig. None of the basic tests
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Altogether, soundness of the search procedure follows from
the Lemmas 2 and 3, and the secrecy theorem (Theorem 1).
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Our method, however, is not complete. If one of the
proof obligations can not be shown to hold, then one may
not necessarily conclude that the protocol is not discreet.
Moreover, there are occult protocols for which our search
procedure does not terminate; such an example can be found
in Section 5.
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with
to a nondeterministic proof procedure for establishing occultness.
Now we outline the proof of soundness for our procedure. The proof of the main lemma applies induction
on the number of back steps in deducing that predicate
holds. A detailed proof can be found
in the appendix.
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Derivations based on the predicates in Definition 3 can
be visualized as search trees. These search trees have set of

events as nodes, the edges are labeled either with a basic test
if
or with the name of one of the search steps. A leaf is
one of the basic tests succeeds, and
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In general, the search tree generated by the predicates
in Definition 3 may be infinitely branching whenever there
is an infinite set of protocol transitions. However, the set
of honest transitions is usually generated by a finite set of
, such that
rules on the form
each transition of the protocol is obtained by a substitu,
, etc.
tion , i.e.
The remainder of this section is devoted to lifting the results
above from transitions to rules. In this way, we obtain occultness proof obligations for rules which possibly contain
variables.
The notion of branches has to be extended to include
by adding the case
message fields containing variables
to Definition 1. Now, the
search algorithm in Definition 3 is lifted to this new case
of field variables in branches.
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Figure 3. Encoding of the Yahalom protocol.
Definition 4 Let
a rule; then:

be a protocol, be a branch, and
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The soundness of this extension follows from the following
fact.
Lemma 4 If

holds for all
, for all

for all instances of rule
for all message events

, then
,

5 Examples

,

for all branches
the predicate

Figure 4. A protocol which requires at least
back steps for proving occultness.

holds.

In the previous sections, we have already demonstrated
that the Otway-Rees protocol can be proved to be occult using only basic tests. Likewise, the occultness proof of the

Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol requires at most one
back step for each rule and each branch. Here we give
an overview of the proof of Yahalom’s protocol, which requires up to three back steps for proving occultness. Moreover, we demonstrate the incompleteness of our algorithm
with an example of an occult protocol for which the search
procedure is non-terminating. Then, we give an example of
a protocol that requires at least back steps in proving occultness. Finally, we use a failed proof attempt of the original Needham-Schroeder protocol to show that it is indeed
not occult.

Yahalom Protocol. This protocol has been studied extensively by Paulson [Pau97]. An encoding of the Yahalom
protocol (without state events) can be found in Figure 3.
Occultness of the initial rule (1) is obvious. For verifying
occultness of rule (2) we have to consider the two branches
,
of the single message in
the post.
:

:

++

++

db

true

true

In verifying occultness of rule (3) four branches have
,
to be considered. Occultness for the cases
, and
is established using
the disjoint book test, whereas the branch
needs two back steps.

back
honest (rl2)

fake
honest (rl3)

fake

db

true
back
honest

fake

true
true

Altogether, the Yahalom protocol is occult.
Non terminating procedure. We slightly modify the
Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol : the encoding of this
protocol is identical to the one in Figure 2 except for
the post of rule 3. This post is now assumed to be
. The protocol regiven by
just sends again the first mesmains occult (the agent
) but for the rule 2 and the branch
sage
, our procedure creates an infinite tree as
visualized below. Consequently, our procedure fails to detect occultness of this protocol.

backstep
honest (rl2)
fake

honest (rl3)

back
honest

db

fake

true

true
backstep
honest

back
true

honest

fake

fake

true

true

true

Finally, the branches
and
have to
be considered for establishing occultness of the rule (4).
branch only needs the basic test
The proof for the
“
” and the following proof for the branch
requires three back steps.

Arbitrary Number of Backsteps. Occultness of the
Otway-Rees protocol is proved using only basic tests, the
proof of the Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol needs at
most one back step for verifying each occultness obligation, and the Yahalom protocol is proved using at most two
back steps. In general, given a natural number , there is
an occult protocol which requires at least back steps for

proving occultness. Such a family of protocols is given in
Figure 4. The proof tree for demonstrating occultness of the
rule 2 of this protocol is given as follows; obviously, there
is no deduction requiring fewer back steps.

Having reached the root of the tree, one applies the rule for
which our algorithm fails.

back
honest

fake

fake

true

Thus
protocol is not occult.

back
honest

leaf is directly connected with the root by an honest edge.

fake

fake

, and the

6 Discussion
true

back
honest

fake

true

true

Failed Proof Attempts. Lowe [Low96] showed that the
original description of the Needham-Schroeder [NS78] protocol was flawed. The encoding of this protocol is identical
to the one in Figure 2 except for the post of rule 2. This
.
post is now assumed to be given by
Our search procedure terminates with an incomplete proof
for this modified rule.

back
honest

fake

true
false

Using this failed proof attempt, we can show that the protocol is indeed not occult. The construction starts at the leaf
. Its parent node contains a cast and is
labelled with
of one of the rules, say , of the protocol.
exactly the
Now, we consider a (partial) run of the protocol where all
the rules preceding in the protocol description are applied
in the given order.

Next, we simulate an attack by following the branch from
leaf up to its root. The parent node of the
the

We have developed an automatic search procedure for
proving the occultness of protocol rules and proved its cor, then the
rectness. If the procedure terminates with
argument rule is occult. Moreover, occultness of all rules
implies that the protocol is indeed secure. Our procedure
follows the informal reasoning steps in [MR00], mechanizations do not require any user intervention, and there is
a visually appealing graphical representation of occultness
proofs.
We have tested our proof procedure on selected protocols
from the the Clark and Jacob survey [CJ97]. Usually, we
can prove occultness using only a small number of search
space extensions. The Otway-Rees and the Carlson protocol, for example, are proved to be secure using only basic
tests, the Needham-Schroeder protocol needs at most one
back step for verifying occultness of each rule and branch,
and the Yahalom protocol needs at most three back steps for
verifying each occultness conditions. We have also given
examples of protocols whose occultness proofs need at least
back steps for an arbitrary natural number.
Much work remains to be done. In order to deal with
many protocols used in practice, we have to extend our
methods and support protocol features like hashing and
timestamps. The algorithm described here is not a semidecision procedure in the sense that occultness is eventually detected. It may be interesting to investigate subclasses
of protocols which only require a bounded number of back
steps, and for which our algorithm acts as a decision procedure. Also, we do not yet know under what circumstances a
failed proof attempt implies that the protocol is insecure.
An advantage of our method seems to be that it permits
constructing attacks from failed proof attempts. For example from the failed proof attempt for the original NeedhamSchroeder protocol in Section 5 we can construct Lowe’s
man-in-the-middle attack. We plan to investigate methods
for constructing such attacks from failed proof attempts.
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A Proof of the Main Lemma
Main Lemma:
holds,

If the predicate
then

holds, too.

Proof :
holds,

Instead of proving that
we
prove
the
stronger
property
defined to hold iff for all
-configurations
such that

1.

and

2.
it is the case that
,. The set
includes all non-state events in
.
Obviously,
implies
.
The proof is by induction on the minimum number of back
holds.
steps for deriving that

Initialization. If the derivation of
terminates with true and if no back steps has been
used, then either
or
holds. Using basic tests one concludes that
holds in both cases.

) and
contradicts the hypothesis
, thus
.
Consequently,
must have been synthesized, meanif
or there
ing
such that
and
exist
.

Step. Assume that
holds for every
with a derivation that uses or
, and
fewer back steps. Furthermore, consider , ,
such that the derivation of
termiand uses
back steps, and assume a
nates with
-configuration
such that
and
.
,
Consequently, the back step terminates with
and
,
and there exists a
such that
and the derivation of
and
uses at most back steps. Now,
is in , so
is in . By induction on there exist two
global states
,
such that

(respectively
). It is easy to verify that
is still a
-configuration, and we get
(respec) and
.
tively

.
Apply case analysis depending on whether the global extension is honest or faked.
Case
sition

: There exists an applicable transuch that
; thus,
and
. Since
reduces to
and
, we
have two cases : either
or
holds.
In the first
case, we obtain a contradiction immediately:
and
implies
. Thus,
holds, and its derivation uses at most back steps.
holds. Because of
Thus,
and
,
the facts
. Consequently, the
it follows that
predicate
holds.

Case

: By definition of

,

where

.
and

we know that
easy to verify that

Since
,
. It is

Now, let

Assume

(without loss of generality) that
. By definition of
,
(respectively
) holds and its derivaback steps. Therefore, the
tion uses at most
(resp.
predicate
) holds.
Finally, one
concludes that
holds.

B Proof of undecidability of occultness
Undecidability:
It is undecidable wether or not a given protocol
is occult.
Proof sketch: We encode the reachability problem of Turing machines in such a way that encoded Turing machine
reaches its final state iff the protocol is not occult.
Let be a Turing machine, the set of states, ( is the
initial state and is the final state), the tape alphabet, (
is the blank symbol), its transitions are on the form
, where
,
and
.
and
The interpretation is : if the machine is in state
then changes to state , replaces
its head points to
with
and moves the head right (if
), left (if
) or remains in the current cell (if
).
Let
denote a copy of the tape alphabet : a primed
letter such as denotes the current position in the tape. We
,
establish a one-to-one correspondence between each
,
and natural numbers
We encode the letters
and the states
as following :

times
.
In addition,
which case

(unless
by choice of

, in
, which

times

Actually, the letters and the states are encoded by a specific
length of nonces and are separated by the name of an agent
.

We encode the transitions

by the rules:

for all

and the same rules where respectively , and , and
are omitted.
and transitions are encoded in the same way.
where
Each message is on the form
holds for the current state and describes the current tape.
is a private key shared between the server and
but it could be any shared key between 2 agents.
The initialization rule is

and the “final” rule is

The final state of the Turing machine is reachable iff this
is revealed iff a message
protocol is not occult. Indeed,
is sent (where
is the final
on the form
state of the Turing machine) which corresponds to the fact
that is reached.

